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Yoga nidra is a beautiful practice for 
healing stress and trauma. 

Here’s how it works and why you need to be doing it: 

Word on the street is that one hour of yoga nidra practiced correctly 
(not falling asleep) is about the equivalent of three hours of deep sleep! 
This is because it puts your brain into deep alpha and theta waves but 
you remain conscious throughout the practice. Be sure to practice this 
in the afternoon or earlier as it will be energizing to your system and is 
not intended for practicing before bed. 

1.
In order to heal stress and trauma at the root, we need to develop your 
brain’s capacity for interoception - the ability to sense sensation (the 
language of the subcortex or deepest parts of your brain) and connect 
it to the language of the neocortex or explicit memory, in the higher 
parts of the brain. When our brain is integrated this way, we can begin 
to heal stuck trauma patterns. 

2.



We process 60 bits per second in the neocortex or analytical parts of 
the brain and 11 million bits of information per second in the lower, 
subcortical parts of the brain. In other words, our bodies pick up millions 
of bits of information per second that go completely unnoticed by the 
conscious mind. When we are stuck in habitual emotional patterns, 
we have to remember that this is happening in a very powerful part of 
the brain and in order to do anything about it, we have to work at that 
level.

3.
A traumatic memory is one that is not being updated with new 
experiences, it is stuck in the past. Traumatic memory has been seared 
into the implicit memory and nervous system. Our bodies carry these 
unfinished patterns until they have an opportunity to come forward 
and heal themselves. 

4.
A “healthy” memory (or one that doesn’t cause us too much distress) 
is not accurate, it’s simply current! Healthy memory is actually highly 
inaccurate and it’s not important nor necessary to know where the 
pattern comes from, “get it right,” or know the truth of the memory 
or event(s). Our memory is constantly being updated with each 
new experience. What is important is to re-integrate the implicit 
memory back into the explicit where it can rejoin its healthy memory 
counterparts and start to be updated again, allowing the stuck pattern 
to resolve itself.

5.



Yoga nidra helps to reconnect 
those stuck trauma “capsules” 
to our healthy memory so it can 
begin to be updated again!6.
Yoga nidra has many other 
benefits: reduces stress, chronic 
pain, PMS symptoms, improves 
sleep and insomnia, reduces 
symptoms of type 2 diabetes, 
rewires the unconscious mind 
for increased positivity and so 
much more!! 

7.

In 2006, the Department 
of Defense conducted 

research at Walter Reed 
Army Medical Center on 
the efficacy of yoga nidra 

on soldiers returning from 
Iraq and Afghanistan 
with post-traumatic 

stress disorder. This led 
to the incorporation of 
yoga nidra into weekly 

treatment programs 
for soldiers in several 

VA facilities across the 
country.

-  Boston Globe 

Start by practicing yoga nidra once a week. You can download my 
recording to your phone and take me with you anywhere you go! 


